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NEXT MEETING JULY 91 19.58 8:00 P.M. 

Walker-Ames Room,, )rd Floor Parrington Hall, U:liversity of Washington Canpus 

WILLIAM R. HALLIDAY1 M.D., will be speaking at the July meeting in Seattle. 
His subject is "The Mortuary Caves of the Mother Lode of Cal. ifornia." In 
addition to maintaining a.ti office in Seattle for the practice of chest surgery., 
Dr. Halliday is Director of the Western Speleological Survey .and has held 
various positions in the National Speleological Society. He also has a book 
nearly ready for publication dealing with the. c~ves of the western anted 
States. The Vf-A-S is veryr'ortunate to have Dr. Halliday as . a member. 

---
DR. FREDRICK s. 'HUI.SE provided an enjoyable and informative program with his 
talk on HspecUlations on Indian Pre-H;stoey-" at our June meeting. Dr. Hulse, 
who is a peysical anthropologist, said many notions have been proposed for 
the origins of the people who first inha.bite4 the North .and South .American 
continents. Among these speculations are that t~e Indians were remnants of 
the ten lost tribes of Israel. :Even today this is part of the dogma of the 
Mormon Church. Another idea is that they arrived from such lost continents 
as Atlantis and UU bringing everything with them and the only thing that 
happened to the Indians after they arrived was that they got lazy and degen
erated. 

A present day French anthropoligist has the theory that the Indians arrived 
in South .America via .Antarctica fran Australia. during some· warmer period. 
Thor l\V'erdahl has tried to prove a reverse theory in which .the South 
.American Indians sailed on Balsa rafts and inhabited the Polynesian Islands. 
He connects the KWaquiutls of the Pacific Nor~est w.i.th the Maoris of New 
Zealand. 

Dr. Hulse went on to say that the .American Indians bear a greater basic 
resemblance to one another than any other groups of people who are spread 
out over such a distance anywhere in the world. There is· a variety among 
them - the people of the pampas and the plains are large., those in the 
tropics smaller while in the colder climates, the Eskimos have deeper 
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shoulders and broader chests. However, they are more closely related to 
one another and have not been subjected to the strains and stresses as 
peoples or the Old VIorld. There is no great range of color due to ~ving 
lived a long· period or time under a variety of climates. No pygmies . are 
folmd in the New World. The rolmder heads., short legs., long trunks and· 
broad chests as well as the type of hair makes the Indians more similar to 
Eastern Asiatics than any other people. Since the North .American continent 
is close to Asia at the Bering straits it is reasonable to suppose the early 
men· of the Americas came on foot across the narrow channel when it was 
froten. There were probably different migrations at different times. 

Work has been done by the physical anthropoligists on the blood types of 
dii'f erent races. Using the A-B-0 blood typing, one finds among the Chinese 
30-40% of type B while the Indians are mostJ.y type A o~ o with an absence 

, ·,of Be. Using the RH negative test, it has been f'ound that 15% of Europeans, 
2S% of the Basques, l or 2% of the Chinese, and none of the .American Indians 
have this negative factor. Another blood type used is the MN. The M type 
is found more frequently among the Asiatics than other race and is very 
high among the North .American Indians. 

Still .another typing is called t he Diego. This factor is· frequent in South 
American Indians., less frequent in North American Indians, is still less in 
Asiatics while it is not found at all in the peoples of the South Seas,. 
Europeans or Negroes. 

All these tests except the A-B-0 would show a close relationship between the 
.American Indians and the people of Asia. Dr. Hulse said the absence of this 
B type may be explained as a matter of genetic drift. Among the small popu
lation first on this continent those with the B factor possibly died out 
leaving no descendants. Little groups of isloated people usually deviate 
most fran the general trend. ---
SOCIETY DIG - JULY 12~13 - 45KT6 
The next regular dig Will be at Site 45KT6, Vantage, wash. Remember this is 
a Society dig and all members of all chapters are urged to attend and take 
part lii the activity. For further in.formation contact Lee Tracy, EM 3-1233. 

---
TELECOURS~ - CHANNEL 9 
INDIAN CULTURES OF THE NORTHYIBST - BY Dr• Erna Gunther 

Dr. Qunther•s Telecourse. is.being repeated this summer· on Channel 91 Thursday 
evenings at 8:30 P.Mit- This is a 1.3-week course for which college credit is 
available and should be of special interest to our members. The Viewer's 
Guide may be obtained by writing to: 

Telecourses 
university of Washington · 
Seattle S, Washington 
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COIDR SL!DFS.·: OF PROJECTitE POINTS 

c. G• Nelson 

Photographic teehniques for specific subjects are constantly being developed 
which 'Will produce an improved result. The problem of producing a color slide 
of a projectUe point came up in cormection with preparation of a group of 
slides to illustrate the results of the research being done by the W-A-S with 
materials recovered from Site 4.5KT6. The final color slides were so unusual 
that the technique developed is being described so that the process can be 
used and, we hope,, improved by others. 

The problems attendant to the color photography of projectile points are many, 
The subject of the photograph, the goodie, has a great range of size. The 
range of size· requires the focus of the camera to be adjusted so that point 
fills the slide to a maximum area-this,, then, is. essential.ly a problem in 
macro-photography. Macro-photography is a photograph taken at a relatively 
low magnification using the lens of the cmnera to obtain the magnification by 
working with a lens-te-film distance which is greater than the focal length 
of the lens. The lens of the camera can be extended by means of tubes or 
bellows. The bellows extension apparatus is preferred because of the ease of 
adjustment. 

The lighting of the subject presents a particularly complex problem since the 
lens•to-subject distance is short, the :intensity of the light required is 
high, and the spectral energy distribution or the lighting must match the 
spectral sensitivity of the film used. This"is further complicated by the 
fact that the light must be placed to reveal the detail of the subject as 
well as to provide the most advantageous high-lighting. 

The solution of the lighting problem automatically solves many of the other 
problems encountered in the photography. The ideal natural light is sunlight,, 
however this is difficult to control and is not always available. The 
electronic· flash produces a light with a spectral energy distribution nearly 
equal to sunlight and with sufficient· intensity so that tm camera can be 
stopped down · to produce focal depth in eKcess of the thickness of the artifact 
appearing in the photograph. The electronic flash unit best suited to this 
type of 1vork is the riilg · flash. The .ring flash is constructed so that the 
~ght source encircles the lens of the camera which simply. means that if the 
subject is in front of the lens, as it must be, it is lighted, .regardless of 
how close it might be. The· ring flash unit is fastened directly to the lens 
of the camera by means of a · filter adaptor ring. 

The type of camera best suited to this work (photography) is the single lens 
reflex camera. This type of camera permits the operator to observe the same· 
image that will be exposed on the film. Thus the matter of centering, focus., 
effectiveness· or the background, contrast values, etc. can be observed. The 
reflex camera, since it uses ·the lens of the camera for viewing, has a focal 
plane shutter• The flash connection for the camera is synchronized by· the 
.manufacturer · for one particular speed. The aioount of lighl:i pernd tted to be 
· exposed on the film is therefore controlled by the adjustment of the iris 
diaphragm, in the lens. The selection of the lens to be used will depend on 

. the size of the subject to be photographed. The smallet' the subject the 
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greater the degree or magnification required. The magnification can be 
calculated simply fran this formula: M;: ~ where Mis the magnii'ication, 

v the lens-to-film distance and f the focal length of the lens. A 1.35 mm 
lens permits the use of the extension bellows over a wider range with a 
lesser degree of magnification than a 50 mm lens permits. In most cases the 
135 mm lens is preferred since the hyper focal distance is greater than with 
the 50 mii1 lens. The hyper focal distance is the face of lens to subject 
distance. Since the light source is just beyond the face of ·the lens, the 
greater hyper focal distance of the l.35 nm lens offers more latitude in the 
many adjustments that must be made. · 

Given the electronic flash unit as the light source, the selection of film 
automatically extends the choice to any of the daylight color films. This 
selection is a matter of personal choice. To a degree the color values or 
the subject will indicate a preference. In the case of photographing the 
45K16 materials, Ektachrome, daylight, was chosen since this film reproduces 
the pastel shades 'With greater fidelity. Another consideration is the fact 
that the exposure latitude of Ektachrome is greater than Kodachrome. The 
Ansco films are equally satisfactory-the choice between Anscrochrome and 
Ektachrome is again a matter of personal preference. The question arises 
concerning the use of filters. The oolor VallES and the lustre of the subject 
will indicate the possible use of a · filter. The electronic flash produces 
light over a large spectral range from J,.300 A0 to ll1 000 A0 in wavelength • 
A subject with a metallic or sub-metallic;· lustre·w.tlJ. reflect all or most of 
the violet and blue values, 3,300 Ao to 4,900 Ao, which will make the slide 
appear to be bluer than it actually is. In this case the use of the 
Skylight or No. lA filter is indicated. This filter will also make. the pink
tan and brown shades appear warmer. The use of the Skylight filter under 
these 'circumstances is more of an aes~bic consideration just as wearing a 
smock and beret might improve ·your artistic approach. 

The question of background brings us a number · of unique preblems. Since the 
subjec~ of the photograph is the only point ~f interest, the _background 
should be made as unobtrusive as possibl·e. ·This can be done by selecting a 
material which will absorb all .or nearly all of the light and by having 
this material out of the focal depth or depth of field of the lens setting 
of the camera. The plane at which the subject is placed must therefore be 

: above the plane at which the bac~ground material is ~laced. · The arrangement 
'Which we fou,rid to be successful. was to use an l/8" aaameter .brass rod 17" 
in length, threaded at one end and with ~ Slhal~ brass platfsrm. soldered to 
the other end. A 1/411 steel base plate was drilled and tapped· te ace~t the 
brass rod. The 6-32 'ba.p &ld die are the· correct tools to use. This arrange
ment is particularly advantageous since the steel plate not oBJ.y gives the. 
desired stability but also fixes the aligment so t 1-a t tltle suppert is perpen
dicular to the photographic plane. The 17" length of the brass rod is in 
excess of the slenderness ratio of the material makhlg the balance of the 
artifact somewhat critical. ·This has been overcome by coating the brass 

• 

•• 

platf orpi Minnesota Mining Coe EC164 adjesive which permits the brass rod to 
deflect within the area of the artifact and still not appear in the photograph. 
EC164 adJje.sive remains tacky after repeated use and does not adhere to the • 
artifact. Double sensitive masking tape can be used in much the same way 
but is not as convenient as the EC164 adhesive. The background material 
itself C&l be a variety or things as long as it absorbs most or the spill 
light. we have found black velvet to be most effective. Black construction 
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paper will also work. The background shOuld cover the focal. field completely 
otherwise two values of background will appear. Variations in the color of 
the background is still a field for experimentation-a~ needs were completely 
satisfied by the black velvet. The steel plate is below the background 
material, the supporting rod passes through the background material. 

• 
The correct exposure is obtained by setting the iris diaphragm at the calcu
lated value. The two factors which must be considered in calculating this 
setting · are the "f" value and t he distance from the ring flash to the 
subject. The required "f" value or iris diaphragm opening is calculated 
by dividing the distance in feet by the guide number. The guide number is 
a value determined by the manufacturer of the electronic flash unit, a 
dif'f erent guide number being established for each speed of film. 

The Speedlight center ring flash guide number for Ektachrome is SO to 56. 
The "f" value for a subject l.O feet from the ring flash would be f So., 2.0 
feet t-2S (50 ... 2). The f value of any lens system is the ratio of the 
diameter of the lens iris diaphragm to the focal distance. Flbr art9' given 
lens you can calculate the opening by dividing the focal length by the t 
value. For the f value f 3.S, the l.3S mm lens has an actual opening is 
approximately 38.6 mm (l.3S " .3.S). Ii' the extension bellows adds another 
l6S mm, the calculating is l.3S plus 16S equals .3.3 mm divided by .38.6 which 
equals an actual f value off 7.8. The procedure of determining the correct 
f value can be simplified by making the appropriate graphs. 

Plate I illustrates and identifies the actual devices used in the photo
graphing the artifacts from 4SKT6. Not shown in the illustration is the 
auxiliarjr lighting used to light the object while tm camera, et al, is being 
adjusted. The practice we have followed is to complete all the operations up 
to the point of actually tald.ng the phQtograph,·turn off the auxiliary light
ing so that the subject is in relative darlmess, and then complete the oper
ation. 

All the basic information concerning this particular method of preparing 
JS mm color slides of artifacts has been presented. The unusual features are 
the use of a telephoto lens, extension bellows, the ring flash and elevating 
the artifact 17" above the background material. There are so many variables . 
involved in this type of photography' that a person can experiment ad infinitum. 
It is possible that a colored background, vs. a black background, would com
pliment the artifact. While the ring flash seems to be the complete answer 
to the lighting, auxiliary lighting with projector-reflector type lamps may 
help both the high-lighting and warm up the slide generally. 

Another problem which has not been mentioned is the introduction of a scale 
to give·a specific climensiona.l quality to the slide and aside from supporting 
a scale, the main problem is to find a scale of t he right size, material, 
correct divisions, etc. The comment made in the first paragraph, nthat the 
technique deyeloped is being deucribed so that the process can be used and 
we hope improved by others," is meant to be provocative. 

• 

Comments - criticisms - questio11s - improvements - all solicited and 
welcome. •• 

• 
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SACAJAWEA ARTIFACTS: Comments on report made to state Parks and 
Recreation Commis·sion by Charles M. Nelson 

Recently the State Parks and Recreation Commission was the recipient of a 
collection of projectile points which had been collected at Alkali Springs, 
Arlington, and the general area between Pasco, Washington, and these two 
areas. The material was collected by a commercial collector who sold the 
bulk of his finds to one collector in the east. Through the efforts of 
Mr. Jay Perry of Kennewick, Washington,, this collection was returned as a 
gift to be added to the archaeological materials assembled at the Sacajawea 
State Museum. Mr. Albert Culverwell, Historian for the State Parks and 
Recreation Commission authorized Charles M. Nelson, a junior member of WAS, 
to prepare a catalogue of the artifacts, listing and surmnarizing all the 
available data. This Y«>rk was done under the directi.on of Dr. Douglas Osborne 
and Dr. William Massey. · 

on the opposite page the statistical data related to these artifacts has 
been reproduced. The system of typology is essentially the same as that 
described in Vol. I, No. 12 and Vol. II, No. 1 of the Washington .Archaeologist. 
The data in this report very likely represent a cross· sect.ion of projectile 
point types and materials from the area between Pasco, Washington, and 
Arlington,·oregon, Arlington is directly across the river from Roosevelt, 
Washington. In the future it is possible that the information in this report 
will substantiate findings dealing with the distribution of projectile points 
in the Columbia River Basin area. It will also be of help in comparative 
studies with other sites in this region. 

Which ot the many figures tabulated on the adjoining sheet are significant or 
establish diagnostic types will not be !mown until comparative studies are 
made. However, there are some interesting figures--22.30% are points without 
stems; 7.19% are points with stems wider than the body; and the balance 
70.51% are points with stems narrower than the body. The largest number of 
any type is IB2, a point vd. thout stem, leaf shape with a convex base. It was 
also in this group that too longest and widest artifacts are i'ound. Oi' the 
22.20% of the assemblage which a.re points without stems, it is significant 
that 72 .2% are leaf-shape. In the IIB group, points with stems narrower than 
the body, the· largest general group is IIB3c, or points with stems narrower 
than the body, the stem expanding and an oblique shoulder. This general group 
accounts far 14.92% of the total and is second only to the IB or the leaf 
shape group. 

The percentile groupings by materials used for the artifacts is perhaps the 
most representative set of figures to be developed by this assemblage. The 
cryptocrystalline quartz materials dominate, the reasons for this very likely 
are related to availability of material and ease of working. Could the per-· 
centile of obsidian be a measure of the amollllt of trading that took place? 

The study of this statistical data points up the challange that such data 
presents. The figures are meaningful--the problem, of course, is to 
recognize those features which ~re significant--which figures have meaning. 
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